Masks
Wear them properly!

PROPER FIT & FILTRATION

OVER THE BRIDGE OF YOUR NOSE WITH NO GAPS
FLUSH AROUND YOUR CHEEKS
WRAPPED UNDER YOUR CHIN WITH NO GAPS

BAD FIT
BAD FILTRATION

Under your nose
Under your chin
Too loose around your nose
Too loose or short under your chin

• Double Masking is advisable when you anticipate being in Close Contact, in a Crowded Place or with Crowds
• If your mask(s) is/are loose, and not tightly fitting, double masking is of no benefit

DOUBLE MASKING
Surgical + Cloth Mask

85% EFFECTIVE

• Wear a cloth mask over a surgical mask
• Do not wear in any other combination
• Do not wear any other mask over a N95 mask

#OneAgainstCovid
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